F R E S H WAT E R

WATFAA Newsletter

From the Editor
Here is our Winter issue of Freshwater for 2016 which
keeps to our program of seasonal releases. Freshwater
continues to be the high quality publication that our
Members desire, but I must continue to encourage you
all to think about how you can contribute and then go
ahead and do it. This has been the mantra of all editors
in the past, but good articles from people we know are
the most enjoyable and will benefit the Club.

I hope this will be enough to keep you reading and
enjoying Freshwater and that you all are able to think
of something you could contribute for the next issue.
Peter Taylor
Editor

The stocking report once again talks about what
stocking is being undertaken by the State and reports
on some matters raised in the Freshwater Fishing
Reference Group (FFRG). This is followed by an update
on the WATFAA application to Recfishwest for financial
support to develop a stocking plan for recreational
fishing in the Wellington Dam.
I have compiled a short report on our highly successful
Winter Wash for 2016, supported by some photos of
the fish caught. We also are faced with some changes
to our Constitution as a result of new government
legislation and we present a light discussion of what it
means.
In this Winter edition, we continue with our intention
to provide local articles from within Australia as well
as articles from overseas. You can read one about
fishing around Pemberton in May this year, one on the
challenges of the Hamilton Burn (South Island, New
Zealand) and a first instalment on fishing for Steelhead
in British Columbia, Canada.
We have also continued with the usual articles that we
enjoy reading, ‘From the Archives”, a Book Review, a
DVD Review, the ‘Fly of the Moment” piece and our
Member profile, focussing on one of your Council
Members. You will also see an updated Calendar of
events that takes us through to the AGM and our final
WATFAA monthly meeting for this year.
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News and Reports
STOCKING REPORT

By Russell Hanley

This report on stocking activities and plans covers three main topics. Information is provided on the numbers and locations for 2016 stocking of yearlings and broodstock. There is also some background on an important decision made
recently by the Freshwater Fisheries Reference Group (FFRG) with respect to the closed season for freshwater angling
in the south-west. I also provide an update on the current status of the WATFAA application for funds from the Recreational Fishing Initiatives Fund (RFIF) for a proposal to develop a recreational fishery at Wellington Dam.
Stocking of Yearlings and Broodstock
This year a total of 28,750 yearling rainbow trout were available for stocking into public waters which is one of the
more productive hatchery yields in recent times. In addition, a total of 2,500 broodstock rainbow trout were available and also 250 broodstock brown trout. Unfortunately, no yearling brown trout were available this year. The table
shows the locations and numbers for stocking in 2016. For reference the stocking numbers for 2014 and 2015 have
also been provided.
Locations and numbers of stocked yearlings and broodstock fish for 2014-16.
Rainbow Yearlings

2014

2015

2016

LOGUE BROOK DAM

1000

1000

1500

WAROONA DAM

500

1000

1500

GLEN MERVYN DAM

500

500

500

BIG BROOK DAM*

1000

1000

2000

DRAKESBROOK DAM

1000

1000

1500

HARVEY DAM

7500

7500

7000

NOROLUP DAM

1000

1000

750

COLLIE GORGE

1000

0

0

DONNELLY RIVER

3000

3000

2000

WARREN RIVER

5000

5500

4500

BLACKWOOD RIVER

4000

4000

3500

BRUNSWICK RIVER

0

0

0

LEFROY BROOK

1000

1500

2000

MURRAY RIVER

1500

1500

2000

KING RIVER

500

0

0

PRESTON RIVER

1000

0

0

SERPENTINE RIVER

500

1500

0

30000

30000

28750

HARVEY DAM

1900

2200

2000

DRAKESBROOK DAM

300

300

300

LOGUE BROOK DAM

300

TOTAL

Rainbow Broodstock*

BIG BROOK DAM

200

200

200

TOTAL

2700

2700

2500

Brown Broodstock *
HARVEY DAM

300

Note: * indicates estimate only as stocking only partially completed at time of publication

250

continued
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News and Reports
Stocking report continued...
Key points in relation to the stocking this year are that no yearlings have been stocked into the Collie Gorge for the
second year running because of the trial of stocking with triploid fry in 2014 and 2015. Triploid fry stocked last year
would be around yearling size now and so stocking diploid yearlings into that system this year would confuse any
attempt to assess whether the stocking of triploids produces better fishing results. The triploid trial stocking has now
concluded and a substantial number of diploid fry have been recommended for stocking into the Collie later this year.
The FFRG did not recommend stocking the Serpentine with yearlings this year because of very low water levels over
summer and the evidence of some fish dying. In hindsight the current level of winter rainfall suggests it might have
been possible to successfully stock some yearlings. A substantial number of fry have been recommended for stocking
into the Serpentine later this year.
Recent FFRG Meeting
The FFRG met recently to discuss recommendations for stocking of fry into public waters later this year. A detailed
account of numbers and locations of fry stocking will be provided once the stocking has been completed (usually
September/October).
Another topic raised for discussion was the issue of a closed season for freshwater fishing in the south-west. The
issue was initially raised in relation to the potential confusion arising from the Fisheries information pamphlet with
respect to which waters are closed between 1st July and 31st August and which are not. It was suggested that it did
not make a lot of sense to have some closed waters while other waters were open all year and that a better approach
would be to allow fishing on all waters all year. I must admit that at first I was against such a move, but after a good
discussion of the reasons why waters should or not be closed I changed my mind. Most interesting was that no
one was entirely in agreement on why some waters were closed and the reasons for closure ranged from wanting
to provide protection to breeding fish, protecting yearlings for a few months after they are stocked, and to protect
broodstock fish which are considered vulnerable because they often move into feeder creeks at Harvey after they are
stocked.
The following points were also made:
•

Stocking at the current levels is required each year to maintain stocks of fish because natural (self) recruitment is just not sufficient (not enough fish breed successfully in the wild);

•

At present most (all) of the areas where natural recruitment levels are probably higher are already open all
year and so the current partial closure provides little benefit in protecting breeding fish.

•

If the aim is to provide protection for newly stocked yearlings, then all waters should be closed, however in
some years the stocking of some yearlings falls outside the closed season anyway;

•

Yearling fish are not going to be legal size for many months after their release so a closed season does not
limit the potential catch of undersize fish;

•

Most broodstock fish go into Harvey Dam at or near the time of the opening of the season on September 1st
and so they too gain little or no benefit from the closed season.

At least some of the discussion about the value of a closed season related to providing a respite from people not
following rules governing fishing techniques, bag limits and legal sizes. A better approach is to provide more effort to
enforcement of the rules governing size and bag limits and legal fishing methods.
Consequently, the FFRG has decided to recommend there should be no closed season in the freshwater fishery in
the south west. Please note there has been NO CHANGE to the current set of rules for the closed season this year.
The FFRG recommendation must first be supported by the RecFishWest Board, the Department of Fisheries and the
Minister before we might see any future changes to the rules.
continued
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News and Reports
Stocking report continued....
Update on the WATFAA application
As mentioned in recent editions of Freshwater, WATFAA was invited by RecFishWest to submit a more detailed proposal for the development of a recreational fishery in Wellington Dam. We have submitted a detailed proposal some
months ago and have now been informed that the proposal has been supported by the RecFishWest Board and the
Department of Fisheries and submitted to the Minister of Fisheries for funding approval. Approval of funding for any
RFIF project is at the Minister’s discretion of course but excitement has now started to build.

ITEMS BEFORE COUNCIL- AS OF AUGUST 2016
•

CLUB MERCHANDISE - CAPS BADGES etc.

•

UPDATE OF WATFAA CONSTITUTION

•

FRESHWATER – Next edition

•

WEBSITE – completed

•

CLUB ACTIVITIES
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News and Reports
CHANGES TO WATFAA CONSTITUTION
By Peter Taylor
WATFAA is a ‘not-for-profit’ Club in Western Australia (WA) whose rules are described in our Club’s constitution. The
detail in the current constitution was confirmed when we became an incorporated association (incorporated under
the State’s Association Incorporation Act 1987). As a Club, we have always been clear that we comply with all of the
requirements of the State’s laws.
WATFAA Members will be aware that the Government of WA (GoWA) has made legislative changes to the Associations Act. The new Act is called the Associations Incorporation Act 2015 and makes changes that apply to WATFAA.
The State takes a position that much has changed in and for Clubs since the last Act was imposed in 1987. Governance, transparency and dispute resolution are important focus areas for the GoWA. Although this latest Act came
into force on 1 July 2016, we do have time to adjust to the requirements. This process is being closely monitored by
the WATFAA Council and will be enacted by them on your behalf.
On 15 June, I attended an information session from the GoWA’s Department of Commerce (DoC), that is taking the
lead on managing the transition to the changes required under the new Act. The DoC provided Associations Transition packs to explain the requirements and directs interested parties to its website for further, up-to-date information. According to the DoC, the important take-out items are that we remain incorporated and our Committee
(Council) structure and Membership structure remain unchanged.
When the previous Act came into effect, 14 rules or regulations were applied and since WATFAA adopted them all,
we are well placed for the new Act, which has a further five requirements. These are largely to meet the changes in
the way Clubs operate since 1987.
We remain a not-for-profit Club and we are a Tier 1 Club, meaning that our annual income (excluding fixed assets) is
below $250,000. We need to re-notify the DoC of our postal address and must check eligibility of Committee Members against new criteria.
The main effort required (for all Clubs) relates to changes we may propose to our Club rules (read constitution) to
meet the needs of the new Act. The DoC has prepared a list of ‘model rules’ which can be found at www.commerce.
wa.gov.au/modelrules. Our current constitution is still relevant to WATFAA and will be largely retained but needs
minor expansion to cover off the new Act’s requirements. Any specific rules that we want Club Members to abide by
(e.g. fishing etiquette, use of cottage) can be implemented by Council using our existing constitution, but should be
supported by relevant Bylaws that become appendices to the constitution. Although WATFAA does have a range of
specific rules that were set by Bylaws introduced by past Councils these have not been laid out as appendices to the
constitution and in some cases there is no clearly stated set of rules endorsed by Council. Therefore a set of Bylaws
will have to be re-introduced by Council. The set of Bylaws would be circulated by email to members as they added
as appendices to the constitution as will the necessary changes to the constitution to comply with the requirements
of the new act.
The aim will be to present the new constitution for endorsement by members at the 2017 AGM.
I will keep Members informed of any development in this matter as it occurs.
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News and Reports

WINTER WASH
By Peter Taylor
WATFAA’s Winter Wash is usually run with the following objectives:
1. Establish how Club dams are fishing;
2. Survey the growth rate of stocked fish in our dams;
3. Introduce new Members to some of the Club’s key assets; and
4. Introduce new Members to fishing locations that they can utilise in reasonable proximity to the Graham
Whitelaw Rose Cottage (GWRC).
The 2016 Winter Wash was a good Club event. Seventeen fishermen took part in the event and fishing was done in
four teams. Some people came down to the GWRC earlier in the week and managed some successful fishing before
the Wash. David McVeigh tested out some dam trout on buzzers with great success, although by the time the event
started the trout seemed to have changed their minds or forgotten about their previous temptation and buzzers produced no further results anywhere.
No perch were caught at the Winter Wash, although Graham Green now holds a record for the smallest, un-identified
fish for the competition. It was a troublesome catch in that the minnow was almost larger than the lure used to catch
and release it. If nothing else, the fish was ambitious. Graham went on to catch another two fish on lures (rainbow
trout this time) to redeem his stature.
Before the Winter Wash, David Whitelaw did take John Goulding on a 4WD outback adventure and despite a cold
night, all ended well.
The Winter Wash proved itself to be a good learning experience for new Members to find out where and how to fish,
with some good advice from the older, established Members. Some of the ‘young guns’ did so well that they outfished their mentors. This showed that the advice was good, even if we weren’t necessarily following it.
In the end, sixteen fish were caught during the event. The biggest fish was caught by new Member, John O’Sullivan,
on a ‘Simpson’s Damsel Fly’ and had a measurement verified at 52 cm from nose tip to fork of tail. John had been
coached and mentored by David Gellatly and lauded David
for his help and advice throughout the weekend.
The Team Captains: David Gellatly, Tony Bryant, Steve Agate
and Steve Roberts all did sterling jobs during the Wash,
guiding their teams to the various waters available, from
primary dams to fall-back rivers and streams. There was
some good natured banter from some team members who
questioned the relationship between ‘catch rate’ and ‘leadership’ although the reply was something about ‘…leading
a horse to water but not being able to make him drink’… To
me, it seemed prophetic.

Biggest fish was caught by John O'Sullivan
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Winter Wash continued...
The weather remained pretty cold, but otherwise good for the Winter Wash. Since the Pemberton-Manjimup region
had experienced some good rain over the previous few weeks, the rivers and streams were running well, but dams
had not yet filled. We generally saw cold mornings, warming to glorious days but then turning cold by night time. The
cottage kept us warm, although the wood burner was the source of complaint from those who found it too hot and
had to head outside for respite.
Food and wine kept our bodies fuelled although some established notoriety for their snoring which was able to wake
people in rooms some distance away.
The fishing was conducted in teams working three hour sessions on dams as notified, with fall-back options to fish
agreed river or stream sites. Most fish were caught in dams (they fished well but were also seeing more fishermen)
but rainbow trout were also caught in the Lefroy and the Warren (more were seen though, but few converted into
success).
Hard-bodied lures that were successful included a CD Rapala and a Yozuri lure. The flies were varied, especially in
colour but the woolly buggers were the most successful (in dark red, black, green, orange or combinations, often
enhanced with some sort of sparkle). The next most successful fly was a green damsel fly, although fish were also
caught on the Manji Marauder, a black tadpole and a silver minnow.
The most successful Team was Captained by Steve Agate and included David McVeigh (who caught the most fish),
Nick Wellman and Nick Dirnberger. Their total of eight fish was very creditable and they worked hard, both to catch
fish and to have fun.
All in all, it was a good Club event and gave us a pretty good idea of
how dams were fishing and the growth of fish in different places. It
also proved its worth in the number of fish caught, the interaction
between Members and also the knowledge picked up about flies,
techniques and the places to fish.
I would like to remind Members to fill in catch cards (they are available
on the Club website) and submit them as requested. The information
is important as a basis for stocking fish into places that keep fishing
options open and keep the club alive.

One of Dave McVeighs' fish

Another fine specimen caught by Dave McVeigh
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Fishing around Pemberton in May
By Russell Hanley
As I get older the western Australian summer seems to get longer, hotter, drier and ever more difficult to bear and I
spend most of my time lurking indoors out of the summer heat. As the first cooler days of autumn roll in followed by
the first decent falls of rain in late April and early May my thoughts happily turn to the prospect of trout fishing in the
south west. In the past I have often waited until June or July to visit the area but this year I made two short trips of a
few days each to Pemberton in May. I specifically wanted to check out sections of the Donnelly, a river I have never
really spent much time on. These days I find there are so many spots to visit on the Warren River and its tributaries
that I just never seem to get as far as the Donnelly.
On my first trip between 11th - 14th May I drove down through Nannup so I would pass over the bridge over the Donnelly
River on the Vasse Highway. I arrived in the middle of day after a late start from Perth and was very disappointed to
find the river was nothing more than a trickle between shallow dirty looking pools. With a heavy heart I drove on to
Pemberton thinking I might be going home to Perth much earlier than planned.
I stopped at the bridge across the Warren River on the Northcliff road and was pleased to find the Warren running very
clear and quite strongly although the water level was low. I wandered down and had a look at the mouth of the Treen
Brook which was also very low but flowing well enough. It seems that quite a bit of the silt in this brook has been swept
out, perhaps by the heavy rain that fell in January. The bed of the brook looks ideal with stretches of clean sand and
gravel and should attract some fish this winter and spring. I paused at the Warren bridge on the way back to the car
and had a few casts and caught a rainbow of 300mm which was in very poor condition.
I then called in at Glauder’s bridge on the Lefroy Brook and also Gloucester Road bridge on the Warren but did not see
a fish. The water level was very low but flowing strong and clean in both places.
Over the next two days I did a tour of the more common spots on the Warren and Lefroy that I have found in the past
usually have a fish or two. I caught some nice fish in spots where I nearly always pick up a fish but never saw a thing in
other locations that have been good at this time of year previously. I also caught a couple of fish from locations where
I have never caught anything before. It is always interesting trying to figure out why a spot like Collins Crossing can
produce 5 fish in a couple of hours one year and then nothing in the same month for the next few years even though
the water conditions look exactly similar? The only certainty from year to year is that, when the rivers and streams
start to flow and the water temperatures drop, fish are on the
move (and hungry) and tend to hold below significant obstacles
such as the Cascades, Collins and Moons Crossing and Bannister
Bridge. There are other areas where the substrate of gravel in
a shallow riffle is the attraction to mature fish. At one of these
‘hotspots’ I counted some 10 fish present on one day. Several of
the larger fish were busy digging redds and were not interested
in any fly offered although they would often follow a fly briefly.
When I left on the morning of the 14th I had caught 7 fish
ranging in size from 257-360mm and had lost several others. I
also caught a few small, yearling sized fish but I don’t think these
were recently stocked fish rather, fish that had been stocked
as fry in the spring of 2015. The highlight of the trip was my
My first brown from the south west
first brown trout from a southwest stream with a specimen of
320mm from the Lefroy which I believe to be from the stocking of yearling
browns into the brook in 2015. I am a firm believer in changing flies regularly, and techniques too when circumstances
demand it, and I caught fish with streamers (Craig’s nightime, western minnow, woolly bugger) and nymphs (gold bead
flashback, gold bead caddis). I prefer to cast upstream or across when possible but often fish downstream and also
resort to a Czech nymphing style through pocket water. The weather had been very pleasant and mild, the Warren and
its tributaries were all flowing nicely, the fish were hungry and I did not see another angler! I then decided to return a
continued
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Fishing around Pemberton...continued
couple of weeks later and for a little longer.
My second trip was from 24th-28th May. When I left Perth we had had some heavy rain and it was a bit worrying to
see the dirty water in the Murray, Brunswick, Preston, Collie and Blackwood Rivers. Even the small Carlotta Brook just
outside Nannup was mud brown.
I arrived at the Vasse Highway bridge over the Donnelly River at about 10am by which time the sky had cleared a
bit and it had stopped raining. The river was much higher than a fortnight before and was running cold and clear. It
looked perfect and I slowly made my way upstream inspecting the water
ahead of me from high on the banks and casting prospectively into the
deeper runs and pools where I could not see anything. After a couple
of hours, I had not seen a fish and was on the point of moving on to
Pemberton when I heard some noisy splashing upstream on the other
side of a log lying across the river. I thought at first it was a duck but then
from under the log came drifting a pair of male rainbows that I estimate
were both 40cm plus. They were very close to me when I first saw them
but I managed to get some sort of a cast in their direction which was
completely ignored as they slowly drifted past me biting at each other’s
flanks as they twisted and turned. They passed so close to me I could
have scooped them up in my landing net. They drifted on down the
river through a section where the water was so shallow their backs were
A nice flow at the Vasse Highway bridge
exposed. As I watched them disappear from view I remembered how this
stretch of water was a series of muddy pools just a few weeks before and
I wondered about where these large fish had spent the summer? Upstream in one of the deeper holes below a rapid?
Or perhaps downstream in the estuary where water quality (especially temperature) is more favourable during the
summer months? Re-energised I set off upstream and was rewarded in a relatively short time with a nice male rainbow
of 334mm which absolutely smashed a Hamills killer swum down through a small rapid. But that was it for the
Donnelly despite covering a lot of fishy looking water in the next couple of hours.
On this second visit I had the pleasure of Peter Taylor’s company for a
few days and we slowly worked our way around the spots we usually
fish, concentrating on the Warren and its tributaries (Lefroy, Treen
and East brooks). The river was a little higher as was the Lefroy and
both were running clean in some sections but downstream of the
Lefroy the Warren was quite dirty and the Lefroy was also muddy,
mostly downstream from the Cascades viewing platform due to
a heavy silt load from the very small brook that enters the Lefroy
under the platform. I took a walk up through the carpark but could
not see where the sediment was coming from.

Peter Taylor on a chilly morning at Warren Bridge

I caught fish in the Warren, Lefroy, and at the mouths of East and Treen Brook. Several fish were small, almost yearlingsized and again I suspect these are fish that were released as fry last spring. The smallest fish apart from these ‘yearlings’
was a fish of 221mm from the Cascades. Another 9 fish I caught ranged in size from 315mm to 465mm and all were
rainbows except for a brown of 334mm taken at the mouth of the Treen. Again I think this fish is likely to be one of
the browns stocked as yearlings in 2015. I also lost a number of fish, including one rainbow that took a dry fly at the
mouth of the Lefroy. I took most fish this time on streamers (Hamills killer, green or black woolly buggers) but also had
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Fishing Around Pemberton...continued
success with a green caddis nymph and managed to persuade a large fish to take a water boatman pattern after it had
refused virtually everything else in the fly box.
When I look at the result of 18 nice fish in about a week of fishing on just a selection of the many locations on the rivers
and streams available around Pemberton I cannot help but compare it with the results of my recent fishing expeditions
to more fabled destinations such as Tasmania and New Zealand. Yes, the chances of a trophy fish are higher in those
exotic places but the fact is, fishing on our local streams and rivers offers a comparable fishery in many ways. Yes,
conditions and access can be difficult and your casting skills will be tested time and time again. However, if you are
prepared to put in the hard yards to find the places to fish and develop the correct techniques you will be successful
– and is that any different to what is required elsewhere? I think only one of the fish I caught was an ex-broodstock
fish and it was not the biggest fish I caught. It is certainly the case that for the waters I have described, the stocking of
fry and yearlings is currently working very well. Perhaps this year a combination of milder summer temperatures and
some heavy rainfall has meant more fish have survived the summer.

We now have a range of waters open right through the
year and I would encourage all of you to get out there
during these times of high flows and low temperatures.
The rivers in the winter months are very pleasant to fish,
the weather is mild and the fish are definitely hungry
and most put up a pretty decent fight on my 7ft 4wt. As
always I recommend using barbless hooks. All fish were
released.

A healthy male that fell for a Hamills
killer at the mouth of East Brook

This 46cm rainbow was taken at the mouth of the Lefroy on a black woolly bugger
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The Challenging Browns of Hamilton Burn
By Russell Hanley
Visitors to the aptly named Five Rivers region of Southland New Zealand will know that anglers are spoilt for choice
in this part of the world. During a fishing holiday in the region in November and December last year (2015), I concentrated on the famous Mataura, Oreti and Aparima rivers like most of the other anglers drawn by the promise of
hundreds of kilometres of fishable water. I enjoyed some typically variable Southland weather including many days
when the northwesterlies howled at near gale strength straight down the larger river valleys with disastrous consequences for the upstream fly fisher! While northwesters are the prevailing wind conditions in this region, the number of windy days and the strength of the wind gusts at this time of year was quite unusual even for the normally
sanguine locals. In addition, there were some very heavy falls of rain in the upper catchments which produced flooding with very dirty water in these major rivers, for several days at a time and that made spotting fish impossible.
These rivers can rise quickly and wading in the dirty water is hazardous because you cannot see the bottom. While
I had plenty of time up my sleeve, any angler making a shorter visit to the region at that time would have been dismayed by the persistent weather conditions that made fly fishing on these larger rivers difficult if not impossible.
When faced with strong winds I look for more sheltered locations where local topography such as hills or very steep
river banks might provide some relief from the wind. The smaller streams lined with willows can also provide reasonable conditions for fishing on windy days, particularly if the water is shallow enough to allow wading. The larger
rivers in the region all have tributaries and some of these are relatively small, shallow, willow-lined streams that can
provide good fishing when conditions force you off the bigger rivers. A number of these streams also have good
angler access and often remain clear when the larger rivers are flooding with dirty water.
My well-thumbed copy of John Kent’s South Island: Trout Fishing Guide was consulted as I began to investigate the
smaller tributaries in the region. I tried the Irthing and Acton (Oreti), and the Otamita (Mataura) but none of these
waters appeared to have many fish although they are pleasant enough to fish even in very windy conditions. Eventually I found my way to Hamilton Burn and spent a few
days that could best be described as exciting, exasperating,
frustrating and finally…rewarding.
Hamilton Burn and its tributaries (Braxton and Centre
Burns) rise in the Takitimu mountains and join before entering the Aparima River some 15km south of the town of
Mossburn. There are a number of access points all shown
on the Fish and Game access map and from each of these
it is possible to fish stretches of up to several kilometres
of stream that are lined with a mixture of willows, broom,
flax, gorse and open pasture. The stream is slow flowing over a gravel and sand bed with quite a lot of weed
growth. In many places the stream is a series of quite
broad and shallow pools interspersed with some riffles,
Willows can provide protection from the prevailing
where the gradient increases and the substrate is rubble
north westerlies
rather than gravel. The water is generally clear but has a very
slight tea colour once it is deeper than 40cm.
My initial walk down the stream from one access point was exciting because I saw more than 40 fish in a stretch of
a little over a kilometre and some of these fish were 5lb or more. That excitement quickly turned to exasperation
as my attempts to approach fish after I turned and walked upstream generally failed. Kent says that fish here can be
easily spotted but are shy and wary and that certainly was my experience. The slow flowing clear water in the longer
glides held numbers of fish but getting close enough to present a fly proved quite difficult as many fish were moving
up and down the pool and with little cover on the banks I was seen more often than not before I got to cast at all.
When I did get into a position to cast successfully to a fish, it often took off as soon as the fly landed on the water,
even with the most delicate of presentations. Wading in the clear water was out of the question. On the rare occasions when I did get my duo to land in the right spot without spooking the fish, the offering was ignored.
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Hamilton Burn.....continued
That first day ended at the tail of the large pool immediately below a road bridge where, in the hour before dusk, I
could see a half dozen fish feeding actively, taking nymphs but also rising occasionally to surface insects. I tried many
different combinations of dries and nymphs but could not entice a take at all.
But the one thing I love about fly fishing for trout is the challenge of finding new water, figuring out the key attributes
to consider and working logically through all the possibilities. Success is incremental. At first there may be some joy
when your approach to a fish enables a cast or three that does not put the fish down. Then it may be that you get a
refusal or two where the fish are interested enough to approach and inspect your fly but are not quite tempted by
your offering. The final measure of success is that you get a genuine take.
So, undaunted, I was out bright and early again the next day. I spent many hours again trying to approach fish in the
long glides but while my approach and casting was better, the outcome was still a marked lack of interest from the
fish, many of which would approach the fly and even drift with it for some time before turning away. I tried all manner of combinations. Duos with different dries and nymphs or wets and duos with two different nymphs. During this
day I saw no fish rise at all and so was mostly concentrating on presenting nymphs in small sizes (18-20). With my level of frustration mounting by the minute, I was walking up between two long pools past a very shallow and fast riffle,
when I noticed a fish sitting in the middle of the riffle in about 15cm of water. After standing and watching for quite
some time, I realised there were at least 4 quite large fish sitting in this riffle. Spotting fish on a bright day sitting in
this shallow but fast flowing water, can be difficult unless you see them move but it’s also not so easy for the fish to
spot you, even at close quarters as long as you do not cast any shadow over them. So I shortened the length of tippet between dry and
nymph to about 20cm and tried a few casts. After the sixth or seventh
presentation one of the fish took the nymph and I had a good tussle
but then lost the fish. The next cast a little further up to the head of
the riffle saw a good fish take the dry fly, but after a short series of
quite spectacular leaps I lost that fish too! Moving up to the long pool
above this riffle I lengthened the tippet between dry and nymph again
and began casting upstream and letting the duo float down the length
of the pool in the bubble line. It was almost dark and I was tired and
on the point of calling it a day when my dry went under, I tensioned
the line and a big fish leapt straight up out of the stream. There followed some head shaking and then a run toward the cover of the far
bank which broke the tippet where it was tied onto the leader. FrusTypical long shallow glide where fish get
trating that I had not landed any of these fish, but encouraging that
plenty of time to inspect a fly
I was at least getting a take or three. Clearly, in the faster moving water, the
fish do not see you so well and have a very small window of time in which to
take whatever drifts past. By contrast in the slower flowing pools the fish have
plenty of time to inspect any fly.
I was encouraged then that I had induced a take from a good fish in a slower
flowing pool but disappointed that I had not handled that fish. I had failed
to lift my rod high when the fish took that run and so reduced the capacity
of my rod to act as shock absorber. Chastened, I returned tired and a little
disappointed to the campervan park outside Mossburn and ruminated over
the day. That night it rained heavily for most of the night and in the morning
when I returned to the stretch of the burn I had been fishing, I found it very
dirty and some 20cm deeper than the day before. I tried fishing through
some pools but could see nothing and the fish had no interest in anything
offered. Some insight of how to fish such conditions, was provided to me a
week later by a local on the Mataura. That information led me to have a very
Fish are easier to approach in the riffles
successful day on a flooding muddy river - but that’s another story.
continued
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After a couple of days, the water level dropped and the water cleared and on a bright and wonderfully calm morning,
I decided to try the same stretch of the burn again. Over breakfast I made up a duo of two small nymphs about 30cm
apart with a very small white indicator sitting about 40cm up the leader.
I took great care to walk downstream well away from the water, remaining out of sight at all times. When I did turn
and walk back upstream, the first thing I had to do was to change the setup I had prepared earlier, for the fish were
now all actively rising. A reminder that your fishing method needs to adapt to whatever the fishing are doing now
rather than yesterday. After inspecting what was drifting down on the current, I tied on a size 18 Dad’s favourite,
which is a pretty good imitation of the Deleatidium mayfly that was emerging. The pool in front of me seemed to
have about a dozen fish rising to take the mayflies. This was the first mayfly hatch I have ever encountered and was
interesting because, while there were fish actively swimming up and down the pool, my presence did not seem to
disturb them as it had done a few days earlier. I still could not get a take from several smaller fish (1-2lb) that inspected the fly but eventually I got a good drift through a little eddy at the top of the pool and had the fly sucked in
by what proved to be a nice fish of 4lb, that put up a good fight before coming to the net. I was able to get a second
take from a fish of the same size just a little further up in this same pool.
I then moved up into a larger pool and could see fish lined up across the very shallow tail of the pool and rising to
these small mayflies. I hooked two more fish of about 4lbs each but only got to land one of them. Then, within an
hour, the hatch was over and the fish reverted back to that shy spooky behaviour that made them so difficult to
approach. I did manage to pick up one nice fish of 3.5lbs in
one of the riffles where it took a small nymph. I then finished
off the day by fishing through the pool below the road bridge,
where I was now able to successfully approach and cast to
some half a dozen fish, each of which ignored everything
offered.
Difficult and frustrating fishing indeed but also extremely rewarding when you manage to fool one of these fish into taking
a fly. I will be visiting Southland again this year and Hamilton
Burn is high on my list of places to fish.

Typical colour pattern of Browns in Hamilton Burn

This light coloured fish may have recently
come up out of the Aparima River
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Fishing for Steelhead in Canada - Part 1
By Peter Taylor
In this article, I am going describe to you the first of two trips I recently took to Canada (one in 2015 and one in
2014). I’ll tell you how I got caught up in this and the first exploratory or preparatory trip followed up by a more
successful subsequent trip in the next edition, which illustrates how I managed to get things together a bit better and
got closer to the desired results.
You might look at this and want to ask ‘why Canada?’ since it is so far away and expensive compared to the Snowies,
Tasmania or New Zealand, so I’ll try to explain that and deal with the obvious: ‘Why should anyone go to Canada and
how do you get there anyway?’
First off, I need to go back twenty years to when I lived in Exmouth. Salt water fishing was the only real option, although I did catch some fish (Mangrove Jacks and Barramundi) in freshwater streams and later Trevally, Queen-fish,
Threadfin and the like that had migrated into rivers and been stranded there.
Exmouth was a lot of fun and almost every saltwater species you can think of was a target, especially on the flats
near the Ningaloo Reef. Trying to cast a full line when wading and in strong winds was a problem, which usually made
sand-hills or mangroves seem to always be too close behind.
I started to research what I could do and decided to go for a two handed rod.[ I had seen them used in the salt on
Long Island (New York) for Tailor and Striped Bass]. Since these rods are two weights heavier than a single hander, I
went for a six weight, which would have been the standard weight for saltwater fly-rodders in Exmouth. My choice
was this SAGE 12’6” six weight, which allowed me to cast long distances and work on a delivery with little or no back
cast. It worked well and soon I had caught all of the trevally family, queen-fish, threadfin, dart, giant herring and lots
of the other species found there.
Since I still wanted a relatively stealthy line and leader combination near the fish, I was drawn to what is called
Scandinavian casting. This is really what they call an underhand cast, which uses a shooting head that has a long
front taper and a running line. Now, since you couldn’t buy these easily in Australia, let alone Exmouth, I ended up
teaching myself to cast Lee Wulff triangle taper salt water lines and they worked well. Over time, I did manage to get
some proper Scandi heads on the internet and managed to fish those as I
moved from Exmouth to Carnarvon, Shark Bay and Karratha. As you do, I
also managed to buy too many graphite two handed rods, but have stopped
that now.
Technique is the key to this kind of casting and no-one seemed to be doing
it in Australia. It is really a river fishing technique and we don’t have rivers
in the Southern part of the continent that would encourage two handed
casting and fishing. It seems to have changed a little now and master casting
instructor, Peter Hayes now runs lessons in Tasmania for saltwater application of a two handed cast.
I was casting before this kind of guidance was available and had to learn
from a book and the occasional DVD. This started me thinking of whether
I could find someone to help me. The first place was Argentina, where the
Loop company has a lodge, so I booked in for a week on Sea Trout with two
handed rods. Unfortunately, I suffered a brain haemorrhage, which meant
I was in hospital for months and had to cancel my trip. I started to recover and since I was still alive and generally capable of fishing, my interest
remained and I started to think about going somewhere to work on my two
handed casting.

Casting practice in Vancouver

Argentina was too far from medical support, England, Ireland and the USA were
too expensive, but Canada was a good option.
As many of you know, I am a bit of a nut for bamboo rods, so I found a guy in Canada who made them to suit Scandi casting and ordered a light two hander. He lives in Vancouver and has a mate who is the Canadian Spey casting
champion and who also specialises in Scandi style casting. It seemed too good to be true, but rather than doubt my
chances, I booked a trip and organised to fish while I was there. The Squamish River was the closest good steelhead
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Fishing for Steelhead in Canada - Part 1....continued
fishing site, so I also booked a guide (Brian Niska) to take me and he provided some local knowledge that did help.
QANTAS were doing good deals, so I booked a flight to Vancouver via Los Angles. A few learnings though. It is a long
flight and I had to get to Sydney first, then LA and on to Vancouver. Security was a big issue and I had to go through
two security screening places in LA and a third for US customs in Vancouver and then through Canadian customs. It
was not much fun.
I met the rod maker (James Reid) in Vancouver and he introduced me to the instructor (Tim Arsenault) who gave me
my first and subsequently more lessons on Scandi casting. Tim runs the Modern Traditional Spey Casting Company as
an instructor, based in Vancouver, British Columbia. He is currently in the top five of competitive Spey casters in the
world.
James took me fishing on the Squamish River and we had a lot of fun, although I began to recognise that it was pretty
cold in BC. We worked our way up the river until we were stopped by a wall of snow, eight feet high and decided to
go back into the river, which was also icy. I was there at the end of March, just after winter, but there were blocks of
ice floating down the river.
The next part of my adventure was a bus trip (about an hour or so) from
Vancouver to Squamish, where I hooked up with another instructor and
guide (Brian Niska) to fish the Squamish River. This river is well known
for Pacific Salmon and especially for Steelhead, which are Rainbow Trout
that go to sea for a few years, then come back to their native rivers
usually at over 15 pounds and spawn. These are big rivers, with plenty
of flow that attracts fish and becomes a “fish high-way”. They do this in
runs that are well documented and anglers should obviously pick the
best time to go. The fish generally do not feed in the river, are found
deep and close to the bottom and fight very well. They are known as the
“fish of a thousand casts” and are unfortunately, very difficult to catch.
You will see in the attached photos, that it is very cold in British Columbia at the time that you want to target Steelhead. They don’t eat on
Beautiful location but cold!
their reproductive run, but you can annoy them with a fly put in front of
them that makes
them lash out.
There are other fish in the water and I was lucky enough to
catch sea run cutthroat trout, sea run bull trout (a species of
char) and a thing called a whitefish; but no steelhead (although I did have one on for a short period, but long enough
to make me completely addicted).

Sea run cutthroat trout

The important thing for me by now was that I could
cast well, understood the fish and its run, had caught
some fish and was motivated to go back and do it
again (this time with more knowledge). In the next
Freshwater, I’ll explain what happened.
Peter with a fine Bull trout
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From the Archives
sourced by Russell Hanley
Bruce Were with some assistance from Bretton Stitfold has put together a CD compendium of all the WATFAA Freshwater magazines from April 1968 to December/January of 2013/14. Reading through these old magazines provides
interesting insight to the activities of our club and a snapshot of life in Western Australia over nearly five decades.
We continue our browse through the old editions of Freshwater with an article that appeared in the April-May 1990
issue. The article points out how fortunate Australian trout fisherfolk are compared to their European compatriots.
The sentiments expressed are still relevant today as I recently discovered during recent attempts to arrange access to
water in Ireland and Germany. The article is reproduced here exactly as it appeared in the original magazine.
THE LUCKY COUNTRY

by Steve Seclier

In the past 18 months I was fortunate enough to have had holidays on opposite sides of the globe, in
November I was in Tasmania for the world fly fishing championship with the gang from W.A. and in April I was in
France visiting relations and of course checking out the fishing situation, revisiting the
places I spent hours and days fishing as a kid.
What prompted me to write this letter is the difference in the fly fishing environment, not the love of the sport, the
tackle or the style, nor the dedication these people have in trying to save and keep what they've got. Most Australians don't realise how lucky they are, in Tasmania for instance S24.00 a year and you have thousands of kilometres of
streams and lake shores to fish. In W.A. we haven't got these sorts of waters, but we can fish any public waters that
contain trout for free, of course we have laws and regulations from land owners, W.A.W.A., C.A.L.M., Forrestry Dept.
etc.
In France it's a different story, in a place 14 times smaller than Australia, with a population of 60
million, the fishing gets a little bit tighter and a little bit more complex in rules and regulations. The
costs in licences and permits are very high and they have to obtain different ones for different streams, reservoirs or
lakes and all of these have their own rules and regulations, not to mention how many people they have to share it
with. I saw a reservoir in Normandie, (160km N/W of Paris) on a Sunday afternoon with fly fisherman 10 to 15 metres
apart as far as the eye could see, and found out later it was S100.00 per annum to fish it.
I had a sudden flashback of home, realising how good we have it here.
Whilst in Paris, I rang Jean-Louis Deaudin one of the French team members in Tasmania to find out where the best
tackle stores were in Paris. Jean-Louis is a great guy and all he could talk about was Tasmania and the time he spent
there, wishing he could afford to go back every year. He gave me the address of a friend of his that runs a 1st class
shop in Paris, the owners name was Martial, a flyfishing fanatic. He told me that he paid $750.00 for 2km of a stream
bank for only 3 months of the year, to fish for Trout and Grayling
on a private water, 110km out of Paris, add the price of petrol
at $1.20 per litre, gear and all the rest, it gets pretty expensive,
plus considering it would take two and a half hours to travel that
distance on the highways. Night fishing is illegal on most waters,
except for some private waters, where you pay more.
Legal size for trout is 180mm or 220mm depending on where you
fish. I could go on and on, but I'll stop here.
So next time you travel down to the dams or streams for the
weekend with your Bar-B-Q pack and your coldies in the esky and
you hear somebody whinging about the fishing, give a thought to
those brothers of the long wand in those lands far away and think
to yourself how lucky you are to be here.
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Book Review
By Peter Taylor

Book Review: “What Trout Want: The Educated Trout and Other Myths” Bob Wyatt
Headwater/ Stackpole Books, 2013

In my first book review for Freshwater, I introduced New Zealand fishermen Les Hill and Graeme Marshall, who have
written about how to find and catch trout (‘Stalking Trout’ and ‘Catching Trout’). Now, in this review, I will cover one
of the ‘what to use’ areas: flies. I have found that, after having found out
where to fish, most new Members then ask what fly should I use?
My reason for choosing to review this book is that it spends a lot of time
examining; what makes a good fly, how can you improve an old pattern and,
what makes it work. This is a book of around 220 pages with an enormous
number of beautiful photographs that keep you interested and show what
you can do too.
Bob Wyatt is a trout fisherman with a wealth of experience, which adds up
to over 50 years of fly fishing in places that include Canada, Scotland the USA
and New Zealand (where he now lives). Bob is best known for his controversial approach to the design and tying of flies, which is what this book is
largely about. In WATFAA, many of our Members make some excellent flies
that are realistic copies of the things that trout are known to eat. Others look
at successful flies and ask ‘What does this represent?’ My review introduces Bob’s approach, which is different to what many fly fishers (inside and
outside WATFAA) adopt, although I reckon we can benefit if we challenge our
thinking.
The ‘Introduction’ to his book is an important place to understand the basis
of and development of his philosophy, which echoes some of the issues
faced by WATFAA Members. I agree whole-heartedly with his statement, ‘By all accounts, the catching isn’t getting
any easier, but I doubt that another how-to book could make much difference to our already considerable skill set.
My motivation for writing this book is that I’m convinced we are making it harder than it needs to be.’1 He goes on to
make a statement some might think of as heretical, ‘What we think of as trout fishing “theory” is for the most part a
romantic fiction.’2
Bob Wyatt’s book is divided into two parts. Part 1 is called ‘A Beautiful Fiction’ and part 2 is called ‘Presentation’. To
explain it clearly, after reading the book, my opinion is that Mr Wyatt believes:
1. The educated trout is a fiction.
2. Failure to induce a take from a trout is more likely poor presentation than poor fly selection.
3. There are many good flies available. Trout respond to ‘triggers’ from each of them. You will increase your
success with trout if you can identify and enhance those triggers.
If, like me, you are a challenged by this approach, read on. If you just want to find out how to make it easier, skip
down the next page to the bold words Fly Design or go on to Part 2 - Presentation.
Part 1: A Beautiful Fiction is comprised of seven chapters. This part is used by Wyatt to dispel popularly held views
and cement his approach.
Chapter 1 is called ‘Smart Trout’ and discusses his ideas by looking at ‘the self-conscious trout’ (including a discussion
on ‘catch-and-release’), delivers an ‘alternative view’ and poses the relationship between ‘the educated trout’ and a
‘scientific angler’.2 Mr Wyatt can be entertaining and does make me laugh in sections. When proposing his ‘alternative view’ he notes that ‘…a trout brain is quite similar to a frog brain. And as far as I know, nobody makes the intelligence case for frogs.’3 He goes on to clarify about trout though, ‘So to be clear, I’m not saying that they’re stupid, just
not intelligent as we apply the word to humans and, okay dolphins.’4 Bob Wyatt says that ‘The term selective trout
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Book review continued...
has become so deeply embedded in the language of fly fishing that we don’t question what it means.’5 He concludes
with a view that the terms ‘educated’ and ‘selective’ trout are interchangeable, but that ‘The term selective is invoked to explain just about every reason a trout refuses or ignores a fly, and even expert anglers tend to use it as a
catch-all excuse.’
Chapter 2 is called ‘It’s Not Just About Us’ and deals with various topics that can be found on the contents page. It is
probably best summarised by his statement that ‘... somewhere at the heart of this fly fishing theory is the very unscientific uncertainty that we might be using the wrong fly pattern and thereby miss that golden chance. No matter
how many fly patterns we carry out onto the water, that doubt never leaves us.’5
The remaining chapters are more of the explanation of Bob Wyatt’s philosophy, but each contains significant gems.
Chapter three introduces his belief in ‘trout ammo’ which turns his hope into faith, ‘A handful of flies will cover a
large range of situations…I regard these ‘broadband’ designs as ammunition-cheap, easy to tie and expendable.’
Chapter four reflects his mantra to ‘keep it simple’. Chapter five sees his application of the famous ‘urinal cake theory’5 but chapter six is Fly Design and probably strikes interest for WATFAA Members.
Chapter 6: Fly Design is an important insight to Wyatt’s style. He says that ‘The best impressionistic patterns don’t
imitate anything in particular but do a good job of suggesting most of the things that trout eat for a living… they just
say ‘bug’ to a trout.’6 Throughout this chapter, Wyatt guides a fly- tyer to things that help a fly to succeed by improving what he calls its ‘prey image’. There are, of course, some wonderful descriptions of very effective flies and recipes
for tying others throughout.
Chapter seven finishes Part One and I think it is applicable to us in WATFAA because of what it contains and that it is
aptly named ‘Things I thought I Knew’.7 This helps us challenge old truths.
Part 2: Presentation addresses one of the important questions for us that if the fly ‘ticks the right boxes’, what is
needed to ensure a take? Wyatt wants us to follow his advice and become better anglers by improving fly design and
presentation. He says ‘... poor presentation technique leaves you with a mouthful of excuses for not catching fish:
selective trout, educated trout, the wrong fly and the latest angler’s threnody [lament], angling pressure.’8 In a summary of his own approach to fly fishing, Wyatt notes: ‘I want a fly that projects a strong prey image and has a couple
of effective triggers.’ He goes on to give us his three, simple rules:
Rule 1: Tie on a fly of the general impression, shape and size… of what the trout eat.
Rule 2: Present it so it behaves like the natural.
Rule 3: Don’t scare the fish.
Help for those wanting to improve their presentation lies all through part 2 of this book. I reckon it is going to be best
if you find the help yourself, especially as you read along and imagine what each suggestion could do for you.
In review, I think this is a wonderful book and that it has the potential to revolutionise the way some of us approach
our fly fishing. It is not for everyone and some parts deviate a long way from traditional views. If you can look at it
with an open mind and only seek to improve your fishing, I am sure that this will help, either by suggesting where
you might change direction, or by tweaking the way you currently fish towards a higher level of success.

1.What Trout Want, (2013), Introduction, page xi
2 What Trout Want, (2013), pages 4-11.
3 What Trout Want, (2013), page 8
4 What Trout Want, (2013), page 8

5 What Trout Want, (2013), page 76
6 What Trout Want, (2013), page 95
7 What Trout Want, (2013), page 109
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Fly of the Moment
By Peter Taylor
CDC -Elk
This may be an unusual fly pattern to promote to Members of WATFAA.
The nature of our fishing is different to other parts of the world and even
other parts of Australia, in that most of the fly fisherman’s focus is under
the water’s surface (my favourite Australian fly for here remains the Wigram’s Robin).
Many of our successful patterns are lures of some kind, or imitate nymphs
and other bugs quite successfully. Lately, our most productive patterns are
things like the woolly bugger and its variants, damsel nymphs or local underwater imitations that have
been developed as part of the heritage from local trailblazers in the world
of flies. The Western Minnow, Brassy Arsy, and Manji Marauder come to
mind.
Dry fly fishing does offer some good opportunities in the South-West. Red
Tags, Hoppers, Dragon/ Damsel flies and muddler patterns are fished, but
now-a-days are being overtaken by overseas variants on the Royal Wulff,
Adams and so on. If you refer to my book review, you will see that fly
design by Bob Wyatt relies on a fly being realistic in terms of emphasising
triggers (that make it look alive or like something that trout eat) while
also being ‘broadband pattern’ or what he calls ‘trout ammo’, because
[they are] easy to tie and
expendable.”1
Dry Fly fishing works in the South-West, especially on our rivers and
streams (I don’t think I am good enough or patient enough to use it
on our dams) and some of our Members have demonstrated success
when only using a dry. This pattern will work for them because it
floats well and is easy to see, it is easy and quick to tie and looks alive
in moving water.
The CDC (cul de canard) and Elk requires very few ingredients. The
best demonstration for tying is to be found as a You-Tube item by
Hans Weilenmann at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NJyIbgKYHwY.
CDC is a great material for tying, is readily available from our local
fly shop (Flyworld has a wide colour
choice – I think darker is better to imitate legs - for less than $10 a pack). CDC floats
well and when palmered, adds a very mobile, leggy feature to the fly. The elk hair
is also easy to get, visible and buoyant. Weilenmann actually uses deer hair while
calling the fly a CDC and Elk. Choose your own hook in a weight and size that suits,
and a thread that blends in colour.
My simple tie for this fly is as follows:
Step1. Cover the hook with thread so that the body will be fixed and not rotate.
Unithread is the best choice in a size 6/0. For hooks, I prefer a Tiemco 206BL, which
is available in size 10 through to 20 (also at Flyworld).
Step 2. Tie in a CDC feather by the tip and palmer it to a tie-in point. It is important
to tie the CDC in at the hook bend, use wrapping to create what looks like a dubbed
body for the first half and then palmer the second half of the body towards the eye.
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Member Profile
Many members of the club are unable to regularly attend our activities evenings or the various fishing events hosted at
our cottage. So we have quite a few members who don’t know much about each other. In this section of Freshwater, a
member selected from the membership database will tell us a little bit about themselves. Each member we approach
will be asked to answer the same set of questions about themselves.
1. Where were you born and where did you grow up?
I was born in Perth and grew up in Balga. ... (that far off shadowy land, where you must never go!)
2. Can you remember when you first became interested in fishing?
My first fishing experience was on a family holiday to Dunsborough at the
age of 7. I caught my first fish from the Busselton jetty, a Trumpeter, which I
insisted on eating for dinner. I don’t remember how it tasted, just that it was
very bony, but I caught it and I was damn well going to eat it..... My Mother
said I’d be telling anyone and everyone in Busselton and Dunsborough who
would listen about “that damn fish”!
After that first fish, I was hooked and couldn’t wait to go fishing. My parents
bought me my first fishing rod and reel and a small tackle box for Christmas
that year. I had a problem though: my Dad absolutely hated fishing! He also
worked 5 1/2 days a week and had neither the time nor the desire to take me
fishing. My older brothers took pity on me and occasionally took me with
them when they went. When I was old enough to catch the bus and train, I’d
go to Freo or ride my bike from Balga to North Beach.
3. What is your favourite fishing memory?
I have a few. That first Trumpeter that got me hooked, although visiting my Daughter in Darwin and landing my first
Barra was pretty good. My first Trout on fly (a small yearling from the Murray) is right up there as is my first 3lb Trout
and my first Trout on a fly that I had tied myself… But my absolute favourite memory would have to be my first Trout
on a fly that I created..... the “Manji Marauder”.
I was living in Manjimup at the time and decided to try it out on Wally Angel’s dam. I had only ever landed one trout
in that dam until that day (a small Brown taken on a Mrs Simpson). The first cast of the Manji Marauder had elicited
immediate attention and I watched as three decent sized Rainbows followed it in. I made another couple of casts,
trying different retrieves and watching how the trout reacted, so that I could find the right method. On about the
6th cast, I tried a figure 8 retrieve, with an occasional short strip and trout absolutely smashed it, so I was on! After
a short fight I had landed my first 40cm Trout. That one will always be special. I went on to catch 5 more that afternoon, the first fly fishing trip where I landed more than 1 fish.
That season, according to Club catch record cards, the Manji Marauder accounted for the third highest number of
trout caught for the year, behind the famous Western Minnow and the Brassy Arse flies.
4. What is the most unusual fish you have ever caught?
Three come to mind, a Box Fish caught from under the jetty at Hillaries Marina, a Western Minnow from Treen Brook
continued
caught on fly and a Pygmy Perch, also caught on fly (although that one was completely by accident).
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5. What kind of fishing do you like best and why?
I enjoy all forms of fishing, but definitely Fly fishing. The challenge of trying to fool a trout into taking a fly, trying to
create flies that look like something edible and even just watching the trout swim up, examine and reject your fly,
sending you back to the drawing board. When it all goes right and you watch that Trout take your fly: I can’t think of
anything more satisfying and adrenaline inducing than that.
6. When did you join WATFAA?
I have been a WATFAA Member for about 15 years.
7. Why did you become a Member?
I had been trying to teach myself how to fly fish for about 3 years with no success, but I was determined. Being stubborn when learning new things, I don’t like to admit defeat and generally won’t give up until I succeed. I was looking
online for anyone teaching Fly Casting, when I stumbled onto a small page about WATFAA and where they held the
meetings. Unfortunately this was the very early beginnings of the old web page and the information was out of date,
so when I turned up to see what it was all about, I was the only one there.
A little more research put me in contact with one of our former club secretaries, who gave me all of the correct
details and I joined the night of my first meeting. Doug Buchanan joined the same night. The friendships and the willingness of other members to pass on knowledge and help out new members and the opportunity to learn from more
experienced Fly Fishermen was what I had been looking for.
8. What developments would you like to see in the freshwater fishing
scene in WA?
I think probably the biggest development I would like to see, would be freshwater fishing opportunities closer to
Perth. It would nice to have access to fish our larger water impoundments, such as Stirling and Canning Dams.
If we could follow the lead of NSW and Victoria, which each have fantastic, thriving fisheries in their drinking water
impoundments, that would be fantastic. If I had to pay more for this kind of access, I’d be more than happy to pay it if
we could have access to a great fishery like Lake Eucumbene.
The distance to travel to fish makes it difficult for many of us (especially when you factor in the cost of fuel and
accommodation for a trip to Pemberton), although I’m still happy to pay for some time on the beautiful rivers and
streams that we have access to. If you are lucky enough to spot a wily trout or two, that would be a bonus. Catching
one is just the icing on the cake.
Education programs for junior fishers on caring for the fishery and the wonderful rivers that we fish would be good
too.
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Calendar of Events
compiled by Peter Taylor
WATFAA has regular social events each month for Members and visitors. We have a team of three who work on a
schedule and are happy to consider any suggestions that Members want to provide (contact Club Secretary). There
is a list of activities on our website, which together with the Club News section should keep people in the loop with
what is coming up.
WATFAA’s monthly club meetings are held on the second Tuesday night of each month (except January) at the WA
Rowing Club, The Esplanade, Mt Pleasant, near Canning Bridge. The activities planned for the rest of this year are
subject to change and/or confirmation, with members notified of changes by email. Details are as follows:
September. A tackle auction.
October. A quiz night.
November. A guest speaker (TBA).
December. Usual Christmas break-up.
January. No Club meeting.
February. To be advised.
The Club will conduct the following events on the dates below, although these may be subject to change if circumstances require, and more detail will be made available to Members before the events:
Fish-a-Fest - to be held around the Queen's Birthday long weekend, 26th September.
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WATFAA INFORMATION
The Western Australian Trout and Freshwater Angling Association Inc. was established in 1967.
The objects of the Association are:
(a) The encouragement of the art of freshwater angling.
(b) The encouragement of the conservation of freshwater angling waters and fish habitats as specified by council.
(c) The maintenance and care of fish stocks in streams and other freshwaters by stocking with trout and other suitable
species, and any other measures, as specified by Council.
(d) The fostering and encouragement of a spirit of sportsmanship in freshwater angling.
(e) The working in co-operation with Government Departments and other bodies, kindred associations and persons for
the furtherance of the objects of the Association or any of them.
(f) The promotion of social activities amongst freshwater anglers.
(g) Such further or other objects as may be conducive to the attainment of the above objects or any of them, including
the ownership, management and sale of real estate, property, investments and chattels.
The Club is actively involved in the promotion of freshwater angling in the State and offers members a number of
benefits including activities nights, a fully equipped cottage in Pemberton and regular events throughout the year.
If you have enjoyed the magazine and idenfity with the objects of the Association then you may wish to become a
member. New members are most welcome.
Membership application forms can be downloaded from the WATFAA website:
watfaa.org.au
Alternatively you can contact the membership officer:
Mick Burman
mimamoth@bigpond.com
Mob: 0414 401 993

Freshwater is produced by a small team of volunteers from the membership of WATFAA.
Chief Editor Peter Taylor
Assistant Editors Geoff Barrett, Geoff Buckland
Production Editor Russell Hanley
We welcome articles of a generally fishy nature that are consistent with the objects of the Association. If you wish to
submit an article then it needs to be in MS Word or equivalent. Any illustrations or photographs should be in digital
form and submitted as separate files.
Submissions clearly labelled as contributions to Freshwater can be sent to: pjtaylor@westnet.com.au
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